Typical H4/H7 LED Bulb Instructions

For DC Use Only
These are general instructions. Some machines may require you to remove the bulb base and some may not. **Remove base with a gentle counter clockwise twist.**

- Install base in headlight bucket, using factory clips.
- Tuck the wire connector and pod in the area between the headlight reflector and the outside shell. Some bikes will have a rubber boot, in this case the boot usually will go between the bulb base & fan housing.
- Install the bulb, by inserting it into the base and turning it clockwise. The emitters should be facing left & right. (Not up & down)

Check the headlight aim. Often it is necessary to re-adjust your headlight after bulb install. **NOTE:** The Base of your new Cyclops LED headlight replacement bulb has a removable base to aid in installation.

### H4 3800 and H7 3000 Base Removal Instructions

**Shown Using H4 3800**

**Step One:** Remove bulb from packaging. Lay on a clean surface.

**Step Two:** Hold the fan with one hand, having the bulb face you. Notice the notch (red arrow). Twist the base with your other hand to release.

**Step Three:** Gradually slide the base towards you.

**Step Four:** Success you have removed the base from the bulb.

*** **NOTE:** If your vehicle uses a rubber boot between the bulb and connector that should be able to be reused. Sometimes a sight modification is necessary.***